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"Heading into another presidential race, We the People have to face the fact that our election

system is a shambles, run by private corporations with a partisan agenda, and largely based on a

technology that anyone can rig. This great book will tell you all about itâ€”and, even more important,

help us overcome it.â€•â€”Thom Hartmann"Before Americans get too excited about the next election,

they&#39;d do well to remember the stolen elections of 2000 and thereafter. For all the talk of

â€œchange,â€• the corrupt system by which we vote remains broken. Thank heavens for Mark

Crispin Miller and his contributors who call not just for awareness, but actionâ€•â€”Laura

Flandersâ€œThe essays in this great collection make it clear that our democracy is in trouble. We

can begin to repair our nation by restoring electoral integrity. This book points to the challenges and

the possibilities of regaining our full power as voters and citizens in a democratic

society.â€•â€”Dennis Kucinich â€œLoser Take All presents cutting edge essays that diagnose a

problem still ignored by much of the political establishment and the news media. The book provides

a roadmap to a truly open and fair voting system.â€•â€”Robert W. McChesney Loser Taker All:

Election Fraud and The Subversion of Democracy, 2000-2008 is an indispensable anthology of

writings covering the vast election fraud that has been perpetrated by the GOPâ€”with the

Democratic Partyâ€™s acquiescenceâ€”since 2000. Among the subjects treated here are: the myth

of George Bushâ€™s victory in Florida in 2000, and FOX Newsâ€™s key role in propagating it;

Senator Max Clelandâ€™s dubious defeat in Georgia in 2002; Bushâ€™s â€œre-electionâ€• in 2004,

including evidence of systematic fraud outside of Ohio; startling evidence of fraud committed in the

2006 midterm elections, which the Democrats appear to have won by a far larger margin than

officially reported; and, crucially, evidence that the Republicans will attempt to steal the presidential

election in 2008.  Edited by Mark Crispin Miller, author of the seminal Fooled Again: The Real Case

for Electoral Reform, this explosive collection includes works by a broad range of well-respected

election activists, including Robert F. Kennedy Jr., David Moore, Bob Fitrakis, Larissa Alexandrova,

Michael Collins, Lance deHaven-Smith, Brad Friedman, David Griscom, James Gundlach, Jean

Kaczmarek, Paul Lehto, Bruce O&#39;Dell, Michael Richardson, Steven Rosenfeld, Jonathan

Simon and Nancy Tobi.
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By definition, in any democracy or republic, the minority interest is always seeking to become the

(ruling) majority. Short of that, even at 49.9% in a 2 way race, the "first past the post" system of

elections such as we have here in the United States, creates what can fairly be called a

"Guaranteed Minority Disfranchisement System" of voting, whereby the alleged losers of the

election get zero representation from the party of their choice, while the "winners take all." Thus, the

apt title "Loser Take All" is a reflection of the human desire to "compete and win in the 21st Century"

(to borrow a phrase from Clinton), and many a commentator has noted the culture of cheating that's

developed in America from SAT exams to baseball steroids to Enron.It should be clear from even

this short discussion that since elections are purely procedural measures to measure the will of the

people, they don't promise us, even when properly run, a *just* result on the *substantive* level (i.e.,

a "Hitler",for example, could conceivably be legitimately elected, though probably not without some

deception of the public as to intentions...). Thus, those individuals or minorities who feel VERY

passionate about politics -- whether for ideological reasons, moral reasons, financial reasons,

reasons of power-mongering, or any other way of being convinced or sold on a course of action for

any ballot measure or race, is usually MORE THAN ENOUGH for a sizable percentage of folks to

cheat in an election -- they are, after all, doing the Nation a FAVOR (in their minds) and saving us all

from a fate that may be (in their minds) worse than death -- like "saving Western civilization itself"

from the alleged "weakness" of a Sen. Kerry.
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